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Abstract. Intensive breeding is the trend of the breeding industry. In
order to make it more convenient to manage and reduce labor costs,
sometimes we need to estimate the number of individuals in the poultry
farm and discriminate the density distribution to help scientific man-
agement. At the same time, crowd density estimation is a developing
research direction in deep learning. There are both similarities and dif-
ferences between crowd counting task and chicken counting task. Aimed
at the characteristics of poultry farm images, this paper presents a solu-
tion to density estimation and counting of poultry individuals in poultry
farm by deep network method. We designed an end to end model and
transform the problem into a pixel-level classification problem to get the
density map.

Keywords: Density estimation · Flock counting · Pixel level
classification

1 Introduction

Computer vision detection is playing a more and more important role in whether
production or daily life. In this case, it’s of imperative to estimate the density
distribution of poultry in the breeding area so that makes it possible to analyze
the growth of poultry. Object detection and crowd counting are two of the most
relevant research directions. The method is supposed to be specialized while its
requirements are also different from the ordinary detection since density count-
ing in the chicken house is distinctive. Lack of detection of the results is not of
particular concern, but the overall distribution of the flock is the focus. Special-
ists can infer the status of the chickens through changes in the distribution of
the flock. We find in the image that it is restricted by the situation of uncertain-
view, uncertain-brightness, and position-indeterminate. Usually, some chickens
are incomplete within the camera lens range. Moreover, images sometimes need
to be split and processed separately because of image resolution and interfering
objects. It may split one chicken into two or three parts such as Fig. 1. So most
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Fig. 1. As shown in the figure, some chickens are divided into multiple parts when one
image is split, and the same situation exists at the edge of the image.

of the previous methods mentioned e.g. object detection does not take it into
account. To effectively achieve the goal, a certain number of pictures were col-
lected and analyzed, including daytime and night illumination. While the clarity
of the images obtained is limited by the environment inside the chicken house.
At the same time, it is hard to point out the head of the chicken so accurate
such as crowd counting dataset. Considering that the aim of the task is not the
location of a particular target, but the aggregation of the entire flock, we transfer
the problem into a pixel-level problem, i.e. discriminate all pixels in the image
into two classes, chicken or not. After that, we try to get the result density map
by some other operations.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work.
Section 3 shows the proposed technical approach followed with a description
of dataset used in this paper in Sect. 4. Experiments are presented in Sects. 5
and 6 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

Active learning is a good way to reduce the cost of manual labeling. [1] proposed
a novel bidirectional active learning algorithm that explores into both unlabeled
and labeled data sets simultaneously in a two-way process. [2] aimed to address
the issues and develop a novel framework for effective and efficient model learn-
ing. [3] took this idea to video detection and proposed a novel weakly supervised
framework. [5] used active learning to select the most informative patents for
labeling.

Image segmentation is an important field in computer vision. The classic
method is to use Sobel or other operators on the image. Since there are some
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deep learning method has come out recently, at present, the best performance at
present is semantic-based image segmentation. [14] applied an up-sampling struc-
ture on image segmentation first. [21] developed the up-sampling structure before
and increased the accuracy in medical image segmentation. [4] proposed a novel
post-processing method based on Generative Adversarial Network is explored to
reinforce spatial contiguity in the output label maps. Of course, [22] can not be
ignored, it used a ROIAlign layer and mask branch to improve the accuracy of
both detection and segmentation, whats more [23] is the latest development of
the Mask-RCNN.

Crowd counting is the most similar task before. Most of the previous works
used a multi-column architecture. [9] combined two different convolution kernels
for feature extraction and obtained a good result. [10] trained a custom network
with three CNN columns, each of which with a different receptive filed could
capture a specific range of head sizes. However, it’s high time-consuming to run
three CNN columns. [12] proposed to predict which column to run for each input
image patch. But the models above are all difficult to implement and they are
slow at inference. To overcome the limitation, Li et al. replaced some pooling
layers in the CNN with dilated convolutional filters [11,13]. Walker detect [18] in
the street also combined a task of density estimation. Otherwise, [19] noticed the
impact of human body structure on density estimation. [8] propose a novel fea-
ture selection based method for facial age estimation. A pre-trained model was
designed to detect all kinds of parts of the human body. Whats more, [24] pre-
sented an end-to-end differentiable optical flow network for unsupervised optical
flow learning. And [25] purposed a novel tube-and-droplet framework to effec-
tively capture the rich information in 3D tube representation.

We also considered the efficiency and accuracy of the method from some
other works before. [7] introduced a good method for steaming data to regress
and [6] combined simultaneous sample and feature selection tasks to improve
the result.

In this paper, we concluded the model structures and ideas before. It is
convinced that the direction of density estimation is multi-scale image informa-
tion acquisition and expansion of the receptive field. Dilated convolution [11]
and multi-column [10,12] both aim at enlarging the receptive field and reduc-
ing missing pixel information, thus we considered Fully Convolutional Net-
works(FCN) [14], replacing the last few fully connected layers by convolutional
layers to make efficient end-to-end learning and inference that can take arbitrary
input size. Its up-sampling operation is a useful way to expanse the receptive
field. We combined the advantage of FCN and designed our own model to finish
this work, and then get the density map by a density estimation with the feature
map that Network output.
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Fig. 2. The images we collected are shown. And when we split the source images, we
may take the object apart, which influence the result a lot.

3 The Proposed Approach

3.1 Pixel Level Classification

Compared to general target detection, the process of density estimation needs
to expand the receptive field in the process of extracting features. Like the dilate
convolution in [13] and so on. Instead of traditional object counting work, we
try to point each pixel of the object to avoid complex conditional constraints
on detection. So we choose FCN [14] structure to achieve this goal. This net is
convenient and converts our work into a binary classification problem. Of course,
we also regress some other parameters in a pixel-level classification to finish the
estimation task. We named it ChickenNet, which is an end to end model and
the size of the input image is arbitrary.

3.2 Net Design

Fully connected network is widely used in image segmentation. Unlike other
density estimation tasks, we have some particular difficulties. First of all, there
is no such amount of images to train, and the crowd counting datasets are
also invalid in this task. Whatsmore, the training set of the flock is difficult to
calibrate. So we try another way that regardless of the object as a point for
density estimation. We designed a network based on FCN to discriminate all
pixels on the graph into two categories. And then use the output feature map
to get the result. Figure 3 is the main architecture of the network. We choose
VGG16 [15] to extract image features, imitate the FCN, remove the last fully
connected layer and then perform the up-sampling operation. We can get the
result of pixels’ classification, which likes a mask of the source image. Then
calculate a Gaussian kernel to do Gaussian blur operation, and obtain the final
density map. In order to regress the size of the chicken, we add a new parameter
S, and then change the loss function for it.
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Fig. 3. The image data flow is shown. We get the feature map from our network, and
then a special estimation module is designed to generate the Density map. The brighter
the area, the higher the density.

3.3 Chicken Scale Estimation

Chicken scale estimation is a very important part in our work. We don’t regard
the objection as a point differs from other estimation methods, which means
we need some different methods to generate the density map. Through a convo-
lutional neural network, we can get the feature map of the images, it helps to
determine if there is a target at the pixel location. Of course, we are supposed
to have another way to transform it to a density map. In order to estimate the
distribution of the chicken, it’s essential to know the size of the chicken from the
collected images. Therefore, in our ChickenNet model, before up-sampling, we
add a fully connected layer to regress the average number of the pixels of each
chicken, and the loss function is also changed. For decreasing the influence of
the classification task, we define the loss function as following. M is a constant,
we set M is 200 to get the best density map.

loss = BCEloss + ‖S − PS‖2 /M (1)

3.4 Density Map Generating

According to the output feature map, we need to generate a density map quickly
and accurately. Kernel density estimation [16] is applied in many other meth-
ods of density estimation to get the final heatmap. We first used this method.
But, the density of the entire image needs to be updated when calculating the
Gaussian kernel for each point, but our output image has too many points to
calculate. So it costs too much to generate the density map. However, to some
extent, our method has got a mask of all object chickens, which reflected a cer-
tain distribution. By calculating a Gaussian kernel and execute Gaussian blur
operation, the results are remarkable in our data set. As is shown in Fig. 3.

Gaussian blur is a very simple and common image processing method. Some-
times it may surprise you. This is the process of resetting each pixel value in
the image by setting each pixel to the average of the surrounding pixels. And
normal distribution is obviously a weight distribution model. Two-dimensional
Gaussian function is shown.
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Fig. 4. The idea of segmentation while generating a density map is shown. It can be
used to improve detection results.

G(x, y) =
1

2πδ2
e(−x2+y2)/2δ2

(2)

And then we need to set the value of δ to calculate the weight matrix. Each
point is multiplied by its own weight value, and after accumulating, the Gaussian
blur result of the center point is obtained. And in our work, this simple method
can help to transform the mask of the source image to a density heat map. The
only one should be considered is the size of the Gaussian kernel. To some extent,
the size of the object chicken.

4 Dataset

We collected about 100 images from different view angles in some chicken houses.
And for these images, it’s difficult to point out the chicken head. So we choose
other ideas instead of head counting estimation. Before importing the images to
the purposed approach, we need to preprocess the collected pictures to improve
the accuracy of the estimation. We choose about half of the collected images to
make our train set. A mask image for each image in the training set and estimate
the average size of the target. For convenience, we assume that the value of the
target size is represented by a square box, so one parameter S is enough. As is
shown in Fig. 5.

4.1 Image Splitting

The images that we collected are too big to detect and to estimate. In order
to reduce noise pixels and the number of pixels that need to be processed. We
divide one image into nine parts, just like Fig. 2, then detect chickens in each
part. Thanks to the idea of segmentation, it’s unnecessary to care if one chicken
has been divided into several parts. Because we deal with the problem at pixel-
level, and each pixel will only be divided into two classes. Finally, we contact the
nine output feature map in order and transform them into a big density map.
As is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. The train dataset that we made for the model. Including source images, mask
images, and their average object size S.

Fig. 6. Use gamma transform to process lower brightness pictures.

4.2 Gamma Luminance Transformation

In the dataset, some images are in a dark situation. So gamma transform is
considered. It is shown in Fig. 6. Gamma transform can enhance the contrast of
the image, and the basic form of gamma transformation is

s = crγ (3)

r is the gray value of the input image, s is the gray value of the output image,
and c is just a constant. γ is the variable needs to adjust. After some trials, we
choose a parameter γ for our collected images.

4.3 Ground Truth

We identified all the locations of the pixels that contain the target, and get a
pixel point set as ground truth(GT). In other words, we define some areas of the
source image as ground truth. In order to compare this method to others. We
count the number of missing and misclassified pixels as an evaluation indicator
for the model. We set ChickenNet to predict pixel set as PT. Considering our
model outputs more points, we decide to calculate two values as follows. The
smaller the values are, the better the effect of the model.

P1 = count(PT \ GT )/count(GT ) (4)
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Table 1. Comparing two methods

Methods YoloV3 ChickenNet

P1 16% 1.3%

P2 9% 2.5%

P2 = count(GT \ PT )/count(GT ) (5)

5 Experiments

The experiment involves an object detect method (yolov3) [17] and our purposed
model. In order to reduce the probability of missed detection, the source images
are split into nine parts. And then we compare these two methods by P1 and
P2. The scenes of the captured images have similarities, so about ten images is
enough to train the detection model. We use about 50 images to test these two
methods, and their P1, P2 are shown in Table 1.

5.1 Object Detect Method

We train a yolov3 object detection model to deal with the data. The yolov3 model
is one of the best object detection models. And we have also tried other models
like yolov2 and faster-RCNN [20], but they all do not work. While training the
model, only several train images are required. We make the train set and doesn’t
box the location of the target where the edge portion is cut. But after detection,
still some ‘chicken parts’ are detected as a complete target. This may influence
the final density map result. For example, the edge of the image being cut will
have more of the detected object, making it brighter in the density map. After
detection, kernel density estimation is considered to generate the density map.
The detection output is replaced with a two-dimensional Gaussian kernel at each
coordinate point, then superimpose all the Gaussian kernel to get the heat map.
As is shown in Fig. 7, all detected locations are identified. And according to the
detection result, there are still some missed chickens. Meanwhile, it takes about
3 min for one image to generate its density map, it is too long if we want real-time
monitoring.

5.2 ChickenNet Method

The train set has 30 images. Including source images, mask images, and their
average object size S. Although the output may result in a little more disturbing
pixels, it does not influence the whole distribution; On the other hand, the output
density map is still accurate. And the model can be trained quickly. So we can
get the conclusion that our method has a higher fault tolerance rate, and can
truly reflect the aggregation of chickens for this situation. Meanwhile, our model
is easier to train. So it can update itself quicker and easier than other models.
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Fig. 7. Yolo v3 detection result and the density map generated by kernel density esti-
mation.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new approach based on a fully connected network for
crowded chicken density estimation and name the new model ChickenNet. We
transform the problem into a pixel level problem, and aiming to our image set,
we find Gaussian blur idea can simply generate the density map. An end to end
model is completed at last. However, we do the other experiment to compare.
Use yolo detection model and kernel density estimation to do chicken density
estimation task. The result is acceptable but not as good as our proposed model.
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